
Irregular Plural Nouns 
(no change from singular)

1. Add the correct missing words to these sentences. 
a) The dog chased the      . 

b) Adult male       have antlers.

2. Look at this sentence. Circle the words that are spelt incorrectly. Write 
the correct spellings underneath. 
We all had fishes with our chips. 
Write the correct word here: 
             

3. Look at this sentence. The word in bold needs to be changed to a plural 
in the sentence underneath. Write the correct plural word in 
the sentence. 
I have one pair of  scissors. 
Zoe has two pairs of          .

I can use the same spelling as the singular word (no change) to show that there is 
more than one.

Word Bank:
sheeps                     sheepes                     sheep

Word Bank:
deeres                     deer                     deers



1. Add the correct missing words to these sentences. 
a) The dog chased the      . 

b) Adult male       have antlers. 

c) Flamingos are pink because they eat lots of      .

2. Look at these sentences. Circle the words that are spelt incorrectly. 
Write the correct spellings underneath. 
We all had fishes with our chips. Three of us had cods. 
Write the correct words here: 
                  

Look at these sentences. The words in bold need to be changed to 
plurals in the second sentence. Write the correct plural words in 
these sentences. 
a) I have one pair of scissors. Hardeep has two pairs of            . 
b) Zoe owns one pairs of trousers. Her brother owns four pairs 
    of           .

Word Bank:
shrimp                     shrimpes                     shrimps

Irregular Plural Nouns 
(no change from singular)

I can use the same spelling as the singular word (no change) to show that there is 
more than one.

Word Bank:
sheeps                     sheepes                     sheep

Word Bank:
deeres                     deer                     deers



1. Add the correct missing words to these sentences. 

a) The dog chased the       . 

b) Adult male        have antlers. 

c) Flamingos are pink because they eat lots of            .

2. Look at these sentences. Circle the words that are spelt incorrectly. 
Write the correct spellings underneath. 
We all had fishes with our chips. Three of us had cods. 
Write the correct words here: 
                  

3. Look at these sentences. The words in bold need to be changed to 
plurals in the second sentence. Write the correct plural words in 
these sentences. 
a) I have one pair of scissors. Hardeep has two pairs of            . 
b) Zoe owns one pairs of trousers. Her brother owns four pairs 
    of           . 
c) At the zoo I saw one moose. On holiday in Canada, I saw 
    many                    .

Irregular Plural Nouns 
(no change from singular)

I can use the same spelling as the singular word (no change) to show that there is 
more than one.



Irregular Plural Nouns Answers 
(no change from singular)

1. Add the correct missing words to these sentences. 
a) The dog chased the sheep. 
b) Adult male deer have antlers.

2. Look at this sentence. Circle the words that are spelt incorrectly. Write 
the correct spellings underneath. 
We all had fishes with our chips. 
Write the correct word here: 
fish   

Look at this sentence. The word in bold needs to be changed to a plural. 
Write the correct plural word underneath. 
I have one pair of  scissors. 
Zoe has two pairs of scissors.



1. Add the correct missing words to these sentences. 
a) The dog chased the sheep. 
b) Adult male deer have antlers. 
c) Flamingos are pink because they eat lots of shrimp.

2. Look at these sentences. Circle the words that are spelt incorrectly. 
Write the correct spellings underneath. 
We all had fishes with our chips. Three of us had cods. 
Write the correct words here: 
fish  cod 

3. Look at these sentences. The words in bold need to be changed to 
plurals in the second sentence. Write the correct plural words in 
these sentences. 
a) I have one pair of scissors. Hardeep has two pairs of scissors. 
b) Zoe owns one pairs of trousers. Her brother owns four pairs 
    of trousers.

Irregular Plural Nouns Answers 
(no change from singular)



1. Add the correct missing words to these sentences. 
a) The dog chased the sheep. 
b) Adult male deer have antlers. 
c) Flamingos are pink because they eat lots of shrimp.

2. Look at these sentences. Circle the words that are spelt incorrectly. 
Write the correct spellings underneath. 
We all had fishes with our chips. Three of us had cods. 
Write the correct words here: 
                   

3. Look at these sentences. The words in bold need to be changed to 
plurals in the second sentence. Write the correct plural words in 
these sentences. 
a) I have one pair of scissors. Hardeep has two pairs of scissors. 
b) Zoe owns one pairs of trousers. Her brother owns four pairs 
    of trousers. 
c) At the zoo I saw one moose. On holiday in Canada, I saw 
    many moose.

Irregular Plural Nouns Answers 
(no change from singular)


